FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
May 15, 2008
CITY, GENERAL DEGAULLE DRIVE – RED OAK COURT MANHOLE RESTORATION FIELD TRIAL
Virginia based company is offering a new, faster way to deal with sunken and worn out manholes
In an effort to assist the City of New Orleans with its ambitious road construction and restoration
program, Global Manhole Restoration and Service Company LLC (GMRS LLC) is conducting a field trial for
the Department of Public Works in cooperation with Global Field Services LLC, a Louisiana company.
The City has not entered into a contract with GMRS LLC or its affiliates yet, but the company is delighted
to offer a free trial and demonstration of the revolutionary manhole restoration process it can offer.
Live demonstrations of the complete manhole restoration process can be viewed on May 22, 2008
starting at 11:00 AM at the following location:
3725 Red Oak Court, West bank, New Orleans
The patented Manhole Restoration Process offered by GMRS LLC is the most efficient solution on the
market today, saving time and money in the restoration process while using a special type of
environmentally friendly cold asphalt made by the Austrian manufacturer VIALIT (www.vialit.com) – a
highly innovative and successful Austrian company with customers such as BMW, the Vienna Airport
and Austrian Road Building Departments.
GMRS LLC is a subsidiary of M Nettek International Inc. The GLOBAL system has been successfully
implemented in Europe for over 11 years. MNI Inc’s sister company in Austria has restored well over
15,000 manholes in the past 11 years with great success. The restorations are easy to perform and are
saving time and expenses compared to traditional processes while offering extraordinary durability and
performance. More information including a video of the restoration process is available at
www.mnettekinternational.com.
The company’s CEO, Mr. Nettek, a crew of US and European specialists as well as two representatives of
VIALIT will be attending the field trial personally.

For more information please call 540-832-0609. We are looking forward to meeting the press at this
event.

